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ANY branch of engineering is an exacting mistress for the man who makes it his profession; and this is particularly true of electrical engineering, which demands from its followers an unusual breadth and variety of industrial knowledge because it enters into the processes of almost all of the great industries found in the nation. The scope of an electrical engineer's work may be indicated by many striking examples. Both of the world's means of quick intercommunication, the telegraph and telephone, use electrical processes, and those of the telephone are so complex that they demand in their management a high class of engineering skill. City, suburban and interurban traction systems have fallen ,:most entirely under the monopoly of the electrir motor, and railway freigh t traction over mountain divisions of steam railroads seems likely to soon come under the same influence. The electrical transmission and distribution of power have put artificial illumination of streets and houses on a plane never previously reached or imagined, and their processes are being constantly improved and extended ?5ven in the manufacturing industries, the use of electrical power has served to increase the output and decrease the cost of product in many different kinds of works, and the utilization of electric power is therefore greatly enlarging. It is obvious that adequate train ! ng for a profession that brings its followers into contact with so many of the activities and nearly all of the industries of the nation must consist essentially of those principles of science and humanity which are fundamental to all, and an electrical engineering course must therefore be made strong in chemistry, physics, mathematics and applied mechanics, and those subjects must be associated with the study of machinery, stationary structures, hydraulics and steam engi neer ing. Also along with these, extended study is required of the fundamental nature of the fow of electric current, the phenomena of electromagnetism, and the ways in which these may be usefully applied in the world's activities and particularly in industrial affairs. Very little time can be given to those features of engineering pract'ce which are of a nature which can be mastered wil1h comparative readiness by observation after graduation. An ap-propri ate electrical engineering course sufficiently occupies the time available for undergraduate study if it is confined to cultivating a knowledge of scientific and eco-(C()ntinued on V(W° /()
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